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Abstract. Physics beyond the Standard Model is an important candidate for dark
matter, and an interesting testing ground for strong-field gravity: the equivalence
principle “forces” all forms of matter to fall in the same way, and it is therefore natural
to look for imprints of these fields in regions with strong gravitational fields, such as
compact stars or black holes. Here we study General Relativity minimally coupled to a
massive vector field, and how black holes in this theory lose “hair”. Our results indicate
that black holes can sustain Proca field condensates for extremely long time-scales.
1. Introduction
Black holes (BHs) are strongly gravitating objects that solve the equations of General
Relativity (GR) and which are predicted to arise as the end-state of gravitational
collapse. There is now overwhelming evidence that the universe is populated by millions
of BHs, in mass ranges of a few solar masses to gigantic, billion solar-mass objects.
Supermassive BHs are tightly connected to the evolution of their host galaxy and may
prompt or quench star formation in the entire galaxy through complex interactions
between the BH and its environment.
Black holes play a crucial role in fundamental physics, as the “elementary particle”
of gravity. This is largely due to the fact that both in GR and in many other
modified theories of gravity, BHs are surprisingly simple objects characterized by only
few parameters. In a series of rigidity, uniqueness and no-hair theorems [1–3], it has
been established that stationary BHs in Einstein-Maxwell theory (in four spacetime
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2dimensions) belong to the Kerr-Newman family of solutions and, thus, are completely
characterized by their mass, angular momentum and (electric) charge.
Uniqueness properties together with the demonstration of mode stability kicked off
the success story of BHs as viable objects in the universe. While rigorous mathematical
proofs of BH stability against generic perturbations are still underway [4], it has been
shown that subextremal BHs are linearly stable against a wide class of perturbations
involving massless fields [5–8].‡ These perturbative results are now being complemented
by studies concerning the nonlinear stability of BHs [11, 12], a property that is crucial
for the understanding of highly dynamical scenarios.
Black holes can be employed as sensitive “scales” to investigate ultra-light
fundamental fields predicted in beyond-standard model physics [13–15]. The latter has
become possible with the realization that the paradigm “BHs in four-dimensional GR
are stable” is no longer true in the presence of massive bosonic fields. Instead, BHs may
suffer from a superradiant or “BH-bomb” type instability [16, 17], as has recently been
proven rigourously [18] § This instability requires two ingredients: (i) Superradiance,
the amplification of low-frequency waves when they scatter off spinning BHs [17]. For
monochromatic waves of frequency ωR scattering off a spinning BH with angular velocity
Ω at the horizon, the condition is
0 < ωR < mΩH , (1.1)
where m is the azimuthal “quantum” number of the wave. This provides a classical
mechanism to amplify the impinging field at the expense of the BH’s rotational energy.
(ii) Confinement of the field in the vicinity of the BH. As a consequence of these
two ingredients, the field is successively amplified leading to an exponential growth
of amplitude.
Massive bosonic fields with mass parameter µ = mB/~ create such a confining
cavity, thus yielding superradiant instabilities [22–24]. The timescale of the process is
regulated by the coupling
G
c~
Mµ = 7.45 · 109
(
M
M
)(
mB
eV/c2
)
, (1.2)
between the BH mass M and the field’s mass mB. This coupling is too large for
astrophysical BHs (with masses ranging between a few solar masses up to 1010M)
and standard model particles – consider, for example, the Higgs boson for which
Mµ ∼ 1021 . . . 1030 – and yields instability timescales that are much longer than the
age of the universe [24]; however, the “BH-bomb” mechanism becomes relevant if
‡ Note, that extremal BH solutions are unstable [9], but it is unlikely that these solutions are ever
attained in realistic astrophysical environments [10].
§ At the onset of the instability a branch of new, hairy BH solutions has been found for complex
scalars. These configurations evade standard no-hair theorems and essentially interpolate between Kerr
BHs and boson stars [19, 20]. The time-development of the superradiant instability in an adiabatic
approximation, and the appearance of scalar condensates was investigated both for real and complex
scalars in [21].
3Mµ ∼ O(1) (in natural units). Thus, astrophysical BHs are sensitive to ultra-light
bosonic fields in the mass range 10−23eV . mBc2 . 10−10eV .
These fields appear naturally when more fundamental theories that attempt to
marry gravity with quantum physics are compactified to four spacetime dimensions.
Depending on their interpretation, these fields may play a role as modifications of GR,
the simplest of which are scalar-tensor theories, where the scalar field may acquire an
effective mass due to interactions with the environment [25, 26]. Similarly, there are
extensions of GR involving additional vector fields such as Einstein-Aether theory [27],
Horava-Lifshitz gravity [28], or higher dimensional gravity when compatified to four
spacetime dimensions [29], to name but a few explicit examples. Although these
additional vector fields are typically massless, environmental effects may induce an
effective mass term as described above for scalar-tensor theories. Understanding the
properties and phase-space of BHs in alternative models of gravity is an active field of
research. For example, no-hair theorems in generic scalar-tensor theories have been
discussed in Sotirious’ contribution to this Focus Issue [30]. Of direct interest for
the applications in the present manuscript is Bekenstein’s series of papers [31, 32] in
which it was shown that static and stationary BHs cannot be bestowed with massive
scalar, vector or spin-2 fields. This implies that, e.g., the Schwarzschild solution is
the unique static solution of the Einstein-Proca system. An exception are the recently
constructed “hairy BHs” that appear at the onset of the instability and evade these no-
hair theorems [19, 20]. In the context of particle physics, the “axiverse” scenario suggests
the existence of an entire landscape of axion-like particles, i.e., ultra-light pseudo-scalar
fields that become massive through spontaneous symmetry breaking or nonperturbative
effects [13–15]. Another natural extension of the standard model involves additional
vector fields. In particular, compactifications of string theories (or their low-energy
incarnations) yield a hidden U(1) gauge group whose symmetry may be broken via
a Higgs-like mechanism [15, 33]. This spontaneous symmetry breaking may endow
the hidden “photon” with a mass, in a manner similar to the standard-model Higgs
mechanism that is responsible for the mass of the W± and Z bosons.
In summary, superradiant instabilities can turn astrophysical BHs into
“laboratories” to investigate the properties of these fundamental fields. Potentially
observable signatures include (i) gaps in the Regge plane, i.e. the BHs’ mass-spin
phase-space [13, 21]; (ii) modifications of the inspiral dynamics and characteristic,
monochromatic gravitational wave (GW) emission [34–37]; or (iii) gravitational
radiation induced by a bosenova collapse [38].
With this motivation in mind, the phenomenology of massive fields in BH
backgrounds has been an active field of research [17]. Unfortunately, the timescales
involved are so large that most studies have focused on perturbative calculations of
the instability. Recently, we started a long-term programme aimed at understanding
the nonlinear development of fundamental fields around spinning BHs, the first step of
which focused on massive scalars [34]. A natural next step—and our purpose herein—is
the extension of these studies to massive vector, i.e. Proca fields. Frequency-domain,
4linearized calculations in the background of Schwarzschild BHs [39, 40] and slowly-
rotating BH spacetimes [41, 42] revealed a hydrogen-like frequency spectrum in the
small-coupling limit. These results have been used to put new stringent bounds on the
allowed mass of the hidden “photon”, µγ . 10−20eV [42]. The growth rates for the
superradiant instability of massive vector fields are up to four orders of magnitudes
larger than those of the massive scalar [41] and linearized, time-domain studies have
predicted timescales of τ = 3 · 103GM
c3
∼ 0.01s M
M
in the best case scenario [43]. For this
reason Proca fields represent an appealing model to explore the “BH-bomb” instability
at the fully nonlinear level.
The present paper is the first installment of a series attending this challenging
issue. Here, we focus on developing the formalism and presenting a full-blown, 3 + 1-
dimensional numerical code capable of evolving BH spacetimes coupled to massive
vector fields. Our results have been obtained through two different, independent
implementations. For the sake of testing and benchmarking our codes we restrict
ourselves to the evolution of massive vector fields in a nonrotating spacetime. The
evolution of spinning geometries will be considered elsewhere.
The paper is organized as follows: In section 2 we introduce our model and present
its time evolution formulation. We derive constraint-preserving initial configurations
in section 3. In section 4 we provide our formalism to extract information about the
emitted radiation. In section 5 we give a brief summary of our implementation and
present the numerical results. We finish with our conclusions in section 6. Throughout
the paper we use natural units, i.e., c = 1 = G and ~ = 1. Greek letters µ, ν, . . . refer
to spacetime indices running from 0, . . . , 3, whereas Latin letters i, j, . . . denote spatial
indices running from 1, . . . , 3.
2. The model – coupling Proca fields to gravity
2.1. Action and equations of motion
We consider an action coupling a vector field Xµ with mass mV = µV~ to gravity [13, 15]
S =
∫
d4x
√−g
(
R
4
− 1
4
W µνWµν − µ
2
V
2
XνX
ν
)
, (2.1)
where Wµν = ∇µXν−∇νXµ. Note, that we consider solely the gravitational coupling to
massive vector fields, because we ultimately aim at exploring superradiant scattering,
a purely gravitational effect that is independent of the kinematic mixing between the
hidden sector and visible photons. The resulting equations of motion (EoMs) are
∇νW µν + µ2VXµ = 0 , (2.2)
Rµν − 1
2
gµνR = 2WµρWν
ρ − 1
2
gµνW
ρσWρσ + µ
2
V (2XµXν − gµνXρXρ) .(2.3)
In contrast to Einstein-Maxwell theory (where µV = 0), the vector Xµ is not a pure
gauge field but plays the role of a fundamental, physically meaningful field. This implies
5that the Lorenz condition
∇µXµ = 0 , (2.4)
has to be satisfied, as can be seen from (2.2).
2.2. Formulation as a Cauchy problem
To explore the nonlinear interactions between Proca fields and BHs we have to track
their dynamics numerically. Therefore, we recast the EoMs (2.2) and (2.3) as a time
evolution problem. We begin by foliating the spacetime into 3-dimensional spatial slices
Σt with metric γij. The 3-metric defines the projection operator
γµν = δ
µ
ν + n
µnν , (2.5)
where nµ denotes the timelike unit vector (normal to Σt) with normalization n
µnµ = −1.
The full, 4-dimensional spacetime metric gµν can then be expressed as
ds2 = gµνdx
µdxν = − (α2 − βiβi) dt2 + 2γijβidtdxj + γijdxidxj , (2.6)
where the lapse function α and shift vector βi describe the coordinate degrees of freedom.
To complete the characterization of the full spacetime we define the extrinsic curvature
Kij = − 1
2α
(∂t − Lβ) γij . (2.7)
We now split the Proca field into its scalar Xφ and 3-vector Xi potential given by
Xµ = Xµ + nµXφ , with Xi = γµiXµ , and Xφ = −nµXµ . (2.8)
In analogy to Maxwell’s theory we introduce an “electric” and “magnetic” field,
Ei = γ
µ
iWµνn
ν , Bi = γ
µ
i
∗Wµνnν = ijkDjXk (2.9)
where Eµn
µ = 0 and Bµn
µ = 0 hold by definition. As we will see later, the former
definitions provide a time evolution equation for the 3-vector potential, while we employ
the latter purely as short-hand notation. The Wµν tensor is reconstructed from
Wµν = nµEν − nνEµ +DµXν −DνXµ , (2.10)
where Dµ is the covariant derivative with respect to the 3-metric.
The definition of the extrinsic curvature and the Wµν tensor prescribe the time
evolution of the 3-metric γij and (spatial) vector potential Xi, whereas the dynamics of
the model are determined by the EoMs (2.2) and (2.3). Their spatial projection yields
the evolution equation for the “electric” field and extrinsic curvature. Additionally, the
Lorenz condition (2.4) prescribes the evolution of the scalar potential Xφ.
Proca’s equations (just like its Maxwellian counterparts) give rise to constraints
which the evolution equations are subjected to—the familiar “Gauss” constraint.
However, analysing the evolution partial differential equations (PDEs) reveals the
existence of a mode with zero characteristic speed. In other words, a constraint violation
(which is always present in numerical simulations) will not be propagated away, but will
rather stay in the numerical domain. It is therefore desirable to modify the Proca
6evolution equations such that all characteristic speeds are non-zero and the constraints
are damped‖. Guided by numerical simulations of BH binaries in Einstein-Maxwell
theory we have introduced an additional variable Z and damping parameter κ > 0,
which will help stabilising the numerical evolution [47–49]. We recover the original
system (2.2), (2.3) and (2.4) by setting Z = 0. In summary, the GR-Proca model
evolves according to
∂tγij = − 2αKij + Lβγij, (2.11)
∂tXi = − α (Ei +DiXφ)−XφDiα + LβXi, (2.12)
∂tE
i = α
(
KEi +DiZ + µ2VX i + ijkDjBk
)− ijkBjDkα + LβEi, (2.13)
∂tKij = −DiDjα + α
(
Rij − 2KikKkj +KKij
)
+ LβKij
+ 2α
(
EiEj − 1
2
γijE
kEk +BiBj − 1
2
γijB
kBk − µ2VXiXj
)
,(2.14)
∂tXφ = −X iDiα + α
(
KXφ −DiX i − Z
)
+ LβXφ, (2.15)
∂tZ = α
(
DiE
i + µ2VXφ − κZ
)
+ LβZ , (2.16)
where L denotes the Lie derivative. Additionally, the evolution is subject to a set of
constraints given by
H = R−KijKij +K2 − 2
(
EiEi +B
iBi + µ
2
V
(X 2φ + X iXi)) = 0 ,(2.17)
Mi = DjKij −DiK − 2
(
ijkE
jBk + µ2VXφXi
)
= 0 . (2.18)
In practice, we adopt a free evolution scheme, in which the constraints (2.17), (2.18)
are only solved for the initial data which will then be evolved. When setting up the
relevant initial data, we also need to satisfy the “Gauss” constraint
E = DiEi + µ2VXφ = 0 , (2.19)
which is enforced during the evolution through (2.16).
Throughout the numerical simulation we will not actually use the ADM-York type
formulation, given by (2.11)–(2.16), which is an ill-posed Cauchy problem, but we will
employ the Baumgarte-Shapiro-Shibata-Nakamura (BSSN) scheme [50, 51] together
with the moving puncture gauge [52–54]. This reformulation involves a conformal
decomposition together with a constraint addition rendering it into a well-posed initial
value problem [55, 56]. The explicit expressions are rather lengthy and therefore given
in Appendix A.
2.3. Flat space limit and Yukawa suppression
Minkowski geometry is a good approximation at large distance, and provides a useful
benchmark for our results, in particular for the time and spatial decay of the fields. The
ansatz
Xµ =
(∫
Q1dr,
∫
Q2dt, 0, 0
)
, (2.20)
‖ A similar procedure for the GR evolution sector also exists and is known as the “Z4” formulation [44–
46].
7where Qi = Qi(t, r), produces the equation of motion for Ψ ≡ Q1 −Q2,
Ψ′′ − Ψ¨ + 2
r
Ψ′ − (µ
2
Vr
2 + 2)
r2
Ψ = 0 , (2.21)
where ˙ and ′ denote derivatives with respect to t and r. We find the harmonic solutions
Ψ = e−ıωt
(
C1J−2
(
ır
√
µ2V − ω2
)
+ C2Y−2
(
ır
√
µ2V − ω2
))
, (2.22)
where Y, J are Bessel functions of the first kind and Ci are constants.
Another flat space solution (in 3 + 1 form) is given by
Er(r) = Ce−kr
(
1
r2
+
k
r
)
cosωt (2.23)
X r(r) = −C ω
µ2V
e−kr
(
1
r2
+
k
r
)
sinωt (2.24)
Xφ(r) = C k
2
µ2V
e−kr
r
cosωt , (2.25)
where ω =
√
µ2V − k2.
Both solutions teach us that at large distances the fields have a Yukawa-like
dependence on the radial distance for low-energy modes (ω < µV) and an oscillatory
behaviour for high-energy modes. Guided by the flat-space solutions we expect to
recover a Yukawa-like dependence for quasi-bound states around BHs, because by
definition these modes are trapped in the vicinity of the BH.
2.4. Summary of perturbative results
The above results concerning Yukawa suppression in Minkowski backgrounds are in fact
shown to arise also in a perturbative framework of (low-amplitude) Proca fields around
BHs. These results will be important as benchmarks for our numerical implementation
of the nonlinear BH-Proca system. For this purpose, we briefly summarize the most
important results on the subject.
In contrast to Einstein-Maxwell theory, massive spin-1 fields propagate three
physical degree of freedom. These come in the shape of an axial mode (labelled with
S = 0) and two polar modes with spin S = ±1. Note, that the Proca field also
propagates a monopole, i.e., spherically symmetric mode corresponding to S = +1.
In a perturbative approach, the field equations are linearized in a fixed-BH
background and any function (e.g., the vector potential) can then be Fourier-decomposed
∼ e−ıωt. When boundary conditions are imposed, the field equations become an
eigenvalue problem for the characteristic frequencies, which become complex quantities,
ω = ωR + ıωI . Frequency domain analysis of the Proca equation in the background
of Schwarzschild BHs [39, 40, 57–59] and slowly rotating BH spacetimes [41, 42] have
revealed two classes of solutions that depend on the particular choice of the boundary
conditions at spatial infinity. One type of solution corresponds to quasi-normal modes
(QNMs) [6], while the second class are quasi-bound states (QBSs), which are particular
8of massive fluctuations and, essentially, decay exponentially at large distances. Quasi-
bound states require confined states, as we discussed previously, and only occur for
ωR . µV.
For small mass couplings MµV  1, the QBS are well described by hydrogen-type
spectra [17],
ωR ∼ µV
(
1− (MµV)
2
2(l + n+ S + 1)2
)
, (2.26)
where n ≥ 0 is an overtone number and l is the angular quantum number [39–41]. The
growth or decay rate of the QBSs is encoded in the imaginary part of their frequencies
approximated by the analytic expression
ωI ∼ (ma/M − 2r+µV) (MµV)4l+5+2S , (2.27)
in the slow-rotation regime [41]. In the limit a/M → 0 it reduces to the results found
in reference [39] for the Schwarzschild case. The superradiant instability is strongest in
nearly extremal backgrounds and numerical computations in the time domain found a
maximum growth rate of MωI ∼ 5 ·10−4 (for dimensionless spin parameter a/M = 0.99)
which corresponds to an e-folding timescale of τ ∼ 0.01s M
M
[43].
The backscattering off the spacetime curvature gives rise to oscillatory power-law
tails whose frequency is determined by the mass of the field
ψ ∼ tp sin(µVt) , (2.28)
with the exponent p = −(l + 3/2 + S) at intermediate late times MµV  tµ 1(MµV)2
and a universal decay p = −5/6 at very late times 1
(MµV)2
 tµV [43, 60, 61]. Thus,
for monopole and dipole fluctuations the field is expected to decay, respectively, as
t−5/2 sin(µVt) and t−(5/2+S) sin(µVt) at intermediate times and to follow the universal
behaviour t−5/6 sin(µVt) at very late-times, if the “tail-stage” is not superposed by the
exponential, but slowly decaying bound-state stage. Generic initial data will excite all
possible modes. Whether tails or QBS dominate the signal depends on the type of initial
data and at which stage the signal is being observed.
3. Initial data
In this section we describe the construction of initial configurations representing a BH
in the presence of a massive vector field. Although we only evolve nonrotating BH
spacetimes in this paper, our construction in principle allows for rotating solutions. We
intend to explore fields in the nonperturbative regime. Then, an important ingredient
for long-term stable nonlinear simulations is the construction of constraint-satisfying
initial data [34]. For the purpose of solving the initial data problem we employ the
York-Lichnerowicz conformal decomposition [62, 63]
γij = ψ
4γˆij , K
ij = ψ−10Aˆij +
1
3
ψ−4γˆijK , Ei = ψ−6Eˆi , Xφ = ψ−6Xˆφ . (3.1)
9The constraints become
H = 4ˆψ − ψ
8
Rˆ +
1
8ψ7
AˆijAˆij − ψ
5
12
K2 +
µ2V
4ψ7
(
Xˆ 2φ + ψ8γˆijXiXj
)
+
1
4ψ3
EˆiEˆ
i +
1
4ψ3
DˆjX i
(
DˆjXi − DˆiXj
)
, (3.2)
Mi = DˆjAˆij − 2
3
ψ6DˆiK + 2Eˆ
j
(
DˆjXi − DˆiXj
)
− 2µ2VXˆφXi , (3.3)
E = DˆiEˆi + µ2VXˆφ , (3.4)
where the hatted operators 4ˆ and Dˆi are constructed from the conformal metric γˆij.
These PDEs are in general difficult to solve, so we now simplify the constraint equations
using the following assumptions
γˆij = δij , K = 0 , Xi = 0 , Eˆi = −δij∂jV . (3.5)
yielding
0 = DˆjAˆ
j
i , (3.6)
0 = 4ˆψ + 1
8ψ7
AˆijAˆij +
1
4ψ3
δij∂iV ∂jV +
µ2V
4ψ7
Xˆ 2φ , (3.7)
0 = 4ˆV − µ2VXˆφ . (3.8)
In the following we will outline two different procedures to solve these equations.
3.1. Simple Initial Data solutions
A straight-forward way to solve the constraints (3.6)–(3.8) is provided by further
imposing Xˆφ = 0. Equation (3.6) has the known Bowen-York solution [64], whereas
the Laplace equation 4ˆV = 0 is solved by a potential V ∼ 1
r
. With these solutions
the constraint equations are now decoupled, and one can solve (3.7) numerically for the
conformal factor ψ using standard methods.
If we additionally assume time-symmetric data, i.e. Aˆij = 0, the momentum
constraint (3.6) is satisfied trivially and we find exact, analytic solutions for
equations (3.8) and (3.7) (remember we are imposing Xˆφ = 0) given by [65, 66]
ψ2 =
(
1 +
M
2r
)2
− C
2
4r2
, V =
C
r
, (3.9)
where C is a constant. We term this a “Simple Initial Data” (SID) solution. Using our
ansatz (3.5) we can read off the initial profile for the “electric” field,
Ei = ψ−6C
xi
r3
, (3.10)
where xi = (x, y, z). This construction is fully analytic, thus very simple to implement
and run. In the Einstein-Maxwell case, µV = 0, this reduces to an exact (static)
solution describing a single Reissner-Nordstro¨m BH with charge C. In the present
case, however, C has to be interpreted as the amplitude of the Proca field instead of
an electromagnetic charge. The major drawback of this construction is its restriction
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to spherically symmetric vector fields “attached” directly to the BH. We now show an
alternative construction that allows for more generic field configurations.
3.2. Condensates around black holes: Gaussian Initial Data solutions
To access physically more interesting cases, such as non-spherically symmetric field
profiles or “clouds” surrounding the BH in some distance, we construct initial data
representing a (vector field) condensate around a BH, for Gaussian-like initial data
(GID). After imposing (3.5) we still have the freedom to specify Xˆφ and, as before, the
momentum constraint (3.6) has the known Bowen-York solution [64]. Our strategy now
is as follows:
(i) first we solve the “Gauss” constraint (3.8). We specify the “shape” of the condensate
as
Xˆφ = CR(r)
rp
Σ(θ, ϕ), (3.11)
where
R(r) = exp
(
−(r − r0)
2
σ2
)
, Σ(θ, ϕ) =
∑
lm
clmYlm(θ, ϕ)
composed of a Gaussian wavepacket R(r) (of width σ centered around r0) with
amplitude C. The angular distribution is given by a superposition of spherical
harmonics Ylm(θ, ϕ) such that Xˆφ is real. With this ansatz we can solve the resulting
Poisson equation analytically for V and, hence, for the conformal field Eˆi.
(ii) Now we insert the ansatz for Xˆφ and the corresponding V into the Hamiltonian
constraint. Since we want to consider BH solutions we use the puncture
approach [52] and set
ψ = ψBL + u , ψBL = 1 +
M
2r
, (3.12)
where ψBL denotes the Brill-Lindquist conformal factor for a BH of mass M
located at the origin and the correction u is a smooth function. The Hamiltonian
constraint (3.7) becomes an elliptic equation for u which we solve numerically
by modifying the TwoPunctures code [67], which is part of the Einstein
Toolkit [68, 69]. Having been originally developed to calculate four-dimensional
vacuum puncture data for binary BH configuration, TwoPunctures has proven
to work equally well when modified to handle different scenarios [34, 70–72]. As we
will see, this is also the case in our current configuration.
We have to ensure that the source terms entering the Hamiltonian remain regular at the
puncture and, furthermore, that the resulting elliptic PDE is well-posed. To convince
ourselves of the latter property we linearize the equation around a known solution ψ0,
ψ = ψ0 + , with ||  ψ0. Then, the linearized Hamiltonian is
Hlin = 4ˆ− 
(
7
8ψ80
AˆijAˆij +
3
4ψ40
EˆiEˆi +
7µ2V
4ψ80
Xˆ 2φ
)
= 4ˆ− h = 0 . (3.13)
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The existence of a unique solution requires h > 0 [73, 74] which is clearly satisfied by
our construction.
To further simplify this procedure we start by considering time-symmetric
configurations, i.e. Aˆij = 0. Note, that we are in no way limited to such configurations;
we merely choose to focus first on these simpler cases before advancing to more involved
examples. We will now explicitly write specific constructions that we have evolved.
Gaussian initial data I – spherical symmetry: We first focus on spherically
symmetric initial data and set Σ(θ, ϕ) = 2
√
piY00 = 1 and p = 1 in (3.11). With
this ansatz we obtain
Xˆφ = C00
r
R(r) , (3.14)
Eˆr = −C00µ
2
Vσ
2
2r2
[
exp
(
− r
2
0
σ2
)
−R(r) +
√
pir0
σ
{
erf
(r0
σ
)
+ erf
(
r − r0
σ
)}]
, (3.15)
Eˆθ = 0 , Eˆϕ = 0 , (3.16)
where R(r) is given in (3.11). We obtain the “electric” field in Cartesian coordinates
by a standard coordinate transformation. If we insert this solution into the source
terms in (3.7) and recall that ψ ∼ 1/r we can convince ourselves that they remain
regular at the puncture.
Gaussian initial data II – the dipole: We next construct initial data sourced by
an axisymmetric dipole field, i.e., we set the angular function Σ(θ, ϕ) = Y10(θ, ϕ)
in (3.11) and choose the exponent p = 0. Specifically, we take the ansatz
Xˆφ = C10R(r)Y10(θ, ϕ) = C10
√
3
4pi
R(r) cos θ , (3.17)
where R(r) has been defined in (3.11) and C10 denotes the amplitude. We solve (3.8)
with boundary conditions limr→∞ Eˆi = 0 to find
Eˆr =
C10µ
2
Vσ√
48pi
cos θ
r3
{
2σ
(
r2 + rr0 + r
2
0 + σ
2
)
R(r)− 2σ (r20 + σ2) exp [− r20σ2
]
−√pi (r3 + 2r30 + 3r0σ2) erf [r − r0σ
]
−√pir0
(
2r20 + 3σ
2
)
erf
[r0
σ
]
+
√
pir3
}
, (3.18)
Eˆθ =
C10µ
2
Vσ√
192pi
sin θ
r4
{
2σ
(
r2 + rr0 + r
2
0 + σ
2
)
R(r)− 2σ (r20 + σ2) exp [− r20σ2
]
+
√
pi
(
2r3 − 2r30 − 3r0σ2
)
erf
[
r − r0
σ
]
−√pir0
(
2r20 + 3σ
2
)
erf
[r0
σ
]
− 2√pir3
}
, (3.19)
Eˆϕ = 0 . (3.20)
The source terms in the Hamiltonian constraint (3.7), given by our solution (3.17)
and (3.18), remain regular (and indeed vanish) at the puncture. We show in
figure 1 an example of the correction term u (see equation (3.12)) obtained with
this construction.
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Figure 1. Typical example of the correction term u for a dipole configuration,
equation (3.17), plotted along the x (left panel) and z (right panel) axis. It refers
to a cloud with mass coupling MµV = 0.4 centered around r0/M = 6 with width
σ/M = 1 and amplitude C10 = 0.1. All dimensionful quantities are in units of the
initial BH mass parameter M = 1.
4. Wave extraction
To obtain information about waves emitted in form of gravitational and electromagnetic
radiation we employ the Newman-Penrose (NP) formalism [75]. We will use the notation
conventions of [55]. In this spinor-inspired formalism the radiative degrees of freedom
are given by a set of (complex) scalars. They are defined as contractions of the Weyl
and Maxwell tensor, respectively, with the vectors of a null tetrad (kµ, lµ,mµ, m¯µ) with
kµlµ = −1 = −mµm¯µ. We construct the null-tetrad vectors from
kµ =
1√
2
(nµ − uµ) , lµ = 1√
2
(nµ + uµ) ,
mµ =
1√
2
(vµ + ıwµ) , m¯µ =
1√
2
(vµ − ıwµ) ,
where nµ is the timelike unit normal vector and the spatial vectors (ui, vi, wi) form a
Cartesian orthonormal basis (see, e.g., (A2)-(A5) in [76]). Asymptotically the basis
vectors (ui, vi, wi) behave as the unit radial, polar and azimuthal vectors.
We extract the radiation carried in the vector fields by computing the NP scalars
Φ0 = Wµνl
µmν , Φ1 =
1
2
Wµν (l
µkν + m¯µmν) , Φ2 = Wµνm¯
µkν , (4.1)
which are reconstructed from the dynamical variables (Xi, Ei) using
Φ0 = − 1
2
(
Eiv
i + uivj (DjXi −DiXj)
)
− ı
2
(
Eiw
i + uivj (DjXi −DiXj)
)
, (4.2)
Φ1 =
1
2
Eiu
i − ı
2
viwj (DjXi −DiXj) , (4.3)
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Φ2 =
1
2
(
Eiv
i − uivj (DjXi −DiXj)
)
− ı
2
(
Eiw
i − uiwj (DjXi −DiXj)
)
. (4.4)
The gravitational radiation is encoded in the in- and outgoing Weyl scalars (in an
appropriate null tetrad)
Ψ0 = Cµνρσk
µm¯νkρm¯σ , Ψ4 = Cµνρσl
µmνlρmσ . (4.5)
In analogy with electromagnetism it is convenient to decompose the Weyl tensor into
its electric and magnetic components
Eij = γ
µ
iγ
ρ
jCµνρσn
νnσ , Bij = γ
µ
iγ
ρ
j
∗Cµνρσnνnσ , (4.6)
where ∗Cµνρσ = 12
αβ
ρσCµναβ denotes the dual Weyl tensor. In terms of the evolution
variables they are given by
Bij = (i|klDkA|j)l , (4.7)
Eij = R
TF
ij − [AikAkj]TF +
1
3
KAij
+
[
EiEj − µ2VXiXj − γkl (DkXi −DiXk) (DlXj −DjXl)
]TF
, (4.8)
where Aij is the trace-free part of the extrinsic curvature, [.]
TF denotes the tracefree
part (computed with the physical metric γij) and in the last relation we used (2.14).
Finally, the Weyl scalars are computed from
Ψ0 =
1
2
Eij
(
vivj − wiwj)+Bijviwj
+ ı
(
Eijv
iwj − 1
2
Bij
(
vivj − wiwj)) , (4.9)
Ψ4 =
1
2
Eij
(
vivj − wiwj)−Bijviwj
− ı
(
Eijv
iwj +
1
2
Bij
(
vivj − wiwj)) . (4.10)
in terms of the electric and magnetic parts of the Weyl tensor in the Cartesian
orthonormal basis (ui, vi, wi).
At a given extraction radius Rex, we perform a multipolar decomposition by
projecting Ψ4, Φ1 and Φ2 onto spin-weighted spherical harmonics with s = −2, 0,
and −1, respectively,
Ψ4(t, θ, φ) =
∑
l,m
ψlm(t) −2Ylm(θ, φ) , (4.11)
Φ1(t, θ, φ) =
∑
l,m
φlm1 (t) 0Ylm(θ, φ) , (4.12)
Φ2(t, θ, φ) =
∑
l,m
φlm2 (t) −1Ylm(θ, φ) . (4.13)
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5. Numerical results
5.1. Numerical setup and code description
To simulate the interplay between BHs and massive vector fields we have implemented
new thorns as part of the Lean code, originally presented in [77] for vacuum spacetimes.
Lean uses the BSSN formulation of the Einstein equations [50, 51] with the moving
puncture method [53, 54], is based on the Cactus Computational toolkit [78], the
Carpet mesh refinement package [79, 80] and uses AHFinderDirect for tracking
apparent horizons [81, 82]. We employ the method-of-lines, where spatial derivatives
are approximated by fourth-order finite difference stencils, and we use the 4th-order
Runge-Kutta scheme for the time integration. For further details on the numerical
methods we refer the reader to [12, 77].
The required extensions to Lean to accommodate for the Einstein-Proca system
were coded independently by two of the authors (H.W. and M.Z.), thus allowing for
independent cross-checks. Furthermore, since one recovers the standard Einstein-
Maxwell case by setting µV = 0 in the initial data construction outlined in section 3.1, we
have checked µV = 0 evolutions against the corresponding (and tested) results obtained
in [11, 83]. In all cases we have observed excellent agreement.
We have evolved different initial profiles, as outlined in section 3, and monitored
gauge invariant quantities such as the area of the BH’s apparent horizon (AH) and
the NP scalars Φ0,1,2, cf. (4.1). In table 1 we list the simulations done with the initial
configuration outlined in section 3.1 where for fixed BH mass parameter M = 1 we can
vary two parameters, C and µV. Analogously, we list in table 2 simulations done with
the initial configurations of section 3.2, where we have the parameters C00, C10, µV, r0
and σ.
To conclude the description of the implementations, we summarize their accuracy.
We have simulated SID with a mass coupling MµV = 0.4 and amplitude C/M = 0.4
at three different resolutions hc/M = 1/84, hm/M = 1/92 and hh/M = 1/100. A
convergence analysis reveals a numerical error in the waveforms φ001 of ∆φ
00
1 /φ
00
1,h . 3%
at early times (t/M = 200) which increases to ∆φ001 /φ
00
1,h . 9% after an evolution of
t/M = 2000.
5.2. Evolutions of Proca fields coupled to nonrotating BHs
Our numerical results are summarized in figures 2–5 and the generic, qualitative features
agree with previous studies on linearized Proca fields around BHs [43] and with nonlinear
evolutions of massive scalars [34].
For example, figure 2 shows the evolution of SID data, with two different—and
small—values of the amplitude C, for MµV = 0.4. The two curves overlap after a linear
re-scaling, showing that nonlinear effects are negligible for this data. More importantly,
the time evolution generically shows the presence of a beating pattern. As explained
previously [34, 43], these are the result of the presence of multiple overtones with similar
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Table 1. List of simulations performed with the SID of section 3.1, along
with parameters used. M always denotes the mass parameter in the initial data
construction. The numerical grid structure used (in the notation of section II E of [77])
was the following {(256, 176, 64, 32, 16, 8, 2, 1, 0.5),M/80}. Note, that we have actually
run a larger set of simulations and present here only those that are shown later on.
Run C/M MµV
Ei_c=0.4_mu=0.2 0.4 0.2
Ei_c=0.05_mu=0.4 0.05 0.4
Ei_c=0.4_mu=0.4 0.4 0.4
Ei_c=0.4_mu=0.5 0.4 0.5
Ei_c=0.4_mu=0.9 0.4 0.9
Ei_c=0.4_mu=1.5 0.4 1.5
Table 2. List of simulations performed with the GID of section 3.2, along with
parameters used. As before M = 1 is the initial mass parameter of the BH. The
numerical grid structure used (in the notation of section II E of [77]) is given by
{(256, 176, 64, 32, 16, 8, 2, 1, 0.5),M/80}.
Run C00/M C10/M r0/M σ/M µVM MADM/M
phi_c00=0.1_mu=0.2 0.1 0 6.0 1.0 0.2 1.00027
phi_c00=1.0_mu=0.2 1.0 0 6.0 1.0 0.2 1.02668
phi_c00=0.1_mu=0.4_r0=5 0.1 0 5.0 1.0 0.4 1.00213
phi_c00=0.1_mu=0.4_r0=12 0.1 0 12.0 1.0 0.4 1.00529
phi_c10=0.1_mu=0.1 0 0.1 6.0 1.0 0.1 1.00011
phi_c10=1.0_mu=0.1 0 1.0 6.0 1.0 0.1 1.01091
phi_c10=0.1_mu=0.2 0 0.1 6.0 1.0 0.2 1.00051
phi_c10=0.1_mu=0.4 0 0.1 6.0 1.0 0.4 1.00320
frequencies (i.e., modes with different n in equation (2.26)).
Similar results are obtained for other spherically symmetric configurations using
SID data. In figure 3 we show the scalar profile φ001 for various mass couplings
and keeping the amplitude C of the initial data fixed. In all cases we observe a
(slowly) damped oscillatory pattern, corresponding to QBS-excitations (see section 2.4).
Oscillation frequencies and damping times are here uniquely determined by the mass
parameter µV. For example, for MµV = 1.5 the waveform is best fitted by a damped
sinusoid of the form e−0.021t sin 1.48t. This agrees very well with the fourth-overtone
of Proca fields around a nonrotating BH, which we computed using frequency-domain
calculations [6, 39, 41] to be ω = 1.476 − ı0.02158. For smaller mass couplings, the
signal is extremely long-lived, as can be seen from the top panel in figure 3.
In fact, very long-lived, spherically symmetric configurations are one of the features
borne out of our work. They arise for generic initial data. For example, GID data
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Figure 2. φ001 for the SID configurations of section 3.1 with MµV = 0.4, extracted
at Rex = 140M . The (blue) solid line shows the case with amplitude C = 0.05, while
the (green) dashed-dotted line refers to an amplitude C = 0.4. We have scaled the
C = 0.05 results by 8 = 0.4/0.05; the two curves then overlap, confirming that our
runs still lie in the linear regime. The beating patterns in these curves are due to the
presence of multiple overtones excited by the initial data.
of section 3.2, with more free parameters gives us a richer structure in the oscillation
pattern, but also long-lived signals. This is more clearly seen in figure 4, where we
plot φ001 generated from SID and spherically symmetric GID initial configurations.
The features worth mentioning are the beating pattern due to excitation of different
overtones, but most specially the late time behaviour, which is independent of the
initial data and is, basically, a very long-lived damped sinusoid. The signal can last for
thousands of dynamical timescales, and the perturbative results indicate that long-lived
modes might be present.
In other words, QBS states are apparent in the evolution of the initial data. In
some cases, it is possible to also observe late-time, oscillating power-law tails. While
they have been buried under the long-lived QBS modes in the spherically symmetric
cases, we do find the massive tails for dipolar initial configurations. We therefore focus
now on simulations with type II GID data of section 3.2. In figure 5 we present a
set of examples referring to the runs phi_c10=0.1_mu=0.1, phi_c10=0.1_mu=0.2 and
phi_c10=0.1_mu=0.4, where the dipole mode has been excited. Specifically, we display
the l = 1,m = 0 mode of the NP scalars φ101 and, for the smallest mass coupling,
φ102 together with the envelopes for the power-law tails given in (2.28). The former
set of waveforms is consistent with an intermediate-time, S = −1, l = 1 massive tail
∼ t−3/2 sin(µVt). Furthermore, the waveform for the MµV = 0.4 case nicely exhibits the
transition from the mode-dependent intermediate-time tail to the universal late-time
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Figure 3. Results for SID configurations as described in section 3.1 with amplitude
C = 0.4M and different mass-couplings, varying between MµV = 0.2 (top left) to
MµV = 1.5 (bottom right). We plot the monopole waveform φ
00
1 , rescaled by the
respective extraction radius. Due to spherical symmetry this is the only nontrivial
mode excited throughout the evolution. In a massless µV = 0 configuration, φ
00
1 would
measure the monopole component of the electric field, i.e., the electric charge. The
inset in the last panel shows the data in a logarithmic scale with a fit of the form
e−0.021t, which matches very well with frequency-domain calculations.
tail ∼ t−5/6 sin(µVt), as can be seen in the bottom left panel of figure 5. We expect a
similar behaviour for the smaller mass-couplings for which this transition occurs after
t 1000M , longer than our evolution time. Instead, the second NP scalar φ102 that we
show exemplary for the small coupling case (see top left panel of figure 5) corresponds
to a different polarization for which the intermediate-time tail decays faster and, indeed,
we observe an early onset of the universal late-time tail ∼ t−5/6 sin(µVt).
To complete the picture illustrating the nonlinear interaction between massive
vector fields and (nonrotating) BHs we have analysed the properties of the apparent
horizon. We show the relative change in the AH area |AAH/AAH(t = 0)− 1| in the
bottom right panel of figure 5. This encodes the direct (nonlinear) response of the BH
to the impinging field: In all models a fraction of the massive vector field is absorbed
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Figure 4. We present the monopole mode φ001 , rescaled by the extraction radius
Rex = 100M , for a Proca field with MµV = 0.4. The different curves correspond to
different initial configurations; specifically the (blue) solid and (green) short-dashed
lines are type I GID (see section 3.2) where the spherically symmetric Gaussian was
centered around r0 = 5M and r0 = 12M , respectively, and the (red) long-dashed
line refers to SID (see section 3.1). Although the BH’s immediate response varies
substantially for different initial setups yielding more or less pronounced beating
patterns, the overall oscillation frequency appears to be the same as can be seen in the
inset.
by the BH, the exact amount of which depends both on the initial energy content in
the perturbing field and on its life-time. This can be seen from figure 5 by comparing
the development of the models with small mass couplings (top panel) to the one with
MµV = 0.4 (bottom left panel). In the former cases the AH area increases upon the
infall of the field after which it stays approximately constant consistent with the early
onset of the power-law decay in the waveform. In the latter case the Proca field lingers
around yielding a longer absorption phase and only when it reaches the tail-stage the
AH area saturates to an approximately constant value.
6. Final remarks
In this work we have introduced a formalism to numerically integrate the Einstein-Proca
system, describing General Relativity minimally coupled to a massive vector field, and
we have used this formalism to begin to study how BHs evolve dynamically in this
theory. Our results agree with perturbation theory expectations and pave the way for
future nonlinear evolutions in more complex scenarios. Of particular interest, currently
under development, is the study of configurations with rotating BHs. We find that
the time-development of generic classes of initial data lead to extremely long-lived,
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Figure 5. We present φ101 (solid lines) and φ
10
2 (dotted line in the top left
panel) extracted at Rex = 100M , obtained from an initial GID dipole configuration
with MµV = 0.1 (top left), MµV = 0.2 (top right) and MµV = 0.4 (bottom
left). The (magenta) short-dashed and (red) long-dashed lines are envelopes of
the (massive) power-law tails corresponding, respectively, to intermediate-time tails
∼ t−3/2 compatible with an S = −1, l = 1 excitation, and to very late-time tails
∼ t−5/6. In the bottom right panel we plot the relative change in the area of the
corresponding AHs. The AH area increases during the first interaction between field
and BH, and saturates to an approximately constant value when the power-law decay
stage is reached. The downward trend observed at late times in the AH area is likely
due to constraint violating modes, possibly due to reflections at the outer boundary of
the computational domain (sitting at ∼ 256M).
nearly periodic solutions, generalizing the findings of Ref. [84, 85] to the vector sector.
Truly periodic, asymptotically flat hairy BHs have recently been ruled out [86], but our
results show that BHs in Proca theories might develop what for all purposes is a hair
on timescales extremely large compared to any meaningful dynamical timescale.
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Appendix A. BSSN equations
For completeness, we display here the complete BSSN equations that we numerically
integrate.
(∂t − Lβ)Xi = −αχ−1γ˜ijEj − α∂iXφ −Xφ∂iα (A.1)
(∂t − Lβ)Z = α∂iEi − 3
2
αχ−1Ei∂iχ+ αµ2VXφ − ακZ (A.2)
(∂t − Lβ)Xφ = αKXφ − αγ˜ijχ∂jXi + αχXiΓ˜i + α
2
Xiγ˜ij∂jχ− χγ˜ijXi∂jα− αZ (A.3)
(∂t − Lβ)Ei = αKEi + αµ2Vχγ˜ijXj + αχγ˜ij∂jZ + χ2γ˜ij γ˜kl∂lα (∂jXk − ∂kXj)
+ αχ2γ˜ij γ˜kl
(
D˜k∂jXl − D˜k∂lXj
)
+
α
2
χγ˜ij γ˜kl (∂jXl∂kχ− ∂kXj∂lχ) (A.4)
(∂t − Lβ) γ˜ij = −2αA˜ij , (A.5)
(∂t − Lβ)χ = 2
3
αχK , (A.6)
(∂t − Lβ)K = [. . .] + 4piα(E + S) , (A.7)
(∂t − Lβ) A˜ij = [. . .]− 8piα
(
χSij − S
3
γ˜ij
)
, (A.8)
(∂t − Lβ) Γ˜i = [. . .]− 16piαχ−1ji , (A.9)
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where [. . .] denotes the standard right-hand side of the BSSN equations in the absence
of source terms; the source terms are determined by
E ≡ nαnβTαβ , (A.10)
ji ≡ −γiαnβTαβ , (A.11)
Sij ≡ γαiγβjTαβ , (A.12)
S ≡ γijSij . (A.13)
It is convenient to introduce the “magnetic” field Bi
Bi = ijkDjXk = χ3/2ijkF
(
D˜jXk + 1
2
χ−1(Xj∂kχ+ Xk∂jχ− γ˜mnγ˜jkXm∂nχ)
)
, (A.14)
as short-hand, where ijkF is a tensor density taking the values of (0,±1) as in flat space.
We then have
4pi(E + S) = χ−1γ˜ij
(
EiEj +BiBj
)
+ 2µ2VX 2φ , (A.15)
4pi
(
χSij − S
3
γ˜ij
)
= − γ˜ikγ˜jlχ−1
(
EkEl +BkBl
)
+
γ˜ij
3
(
E2 +B2
)
+ µ2VχXiXj
− µ2V
γ˜ij
3
χγ˜klXkXl , (A.16)
4piχ−1ji = γ˜liχ−3/2FljkE
jBk + µ2VXφγ˜ikXk , (A.17)
8piE = χ−1γ˜ij
(
EiEj +BiBj
)
+ µ2V
(X 2φ + χγ˜klXkXl) . (A.18)
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